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San Francisco, March 22 The lid
Washington, March 22. The House
Republicans will hold a caucus for the is off in the upper tenderloin of San
selection of Republican members of
tne new rules committee on Wednes- Francisco. Until the early hours this
in
day night. The Democrats also have morning the long silent orchestras
on
Wednesday the safes and dance halls from Turk
agreed tentatively
night for their caucus. There is con- to O'Farrell streets were swinging insiderable speculation over the prob- to rythmic waltz and merry two step,
able personnel of the (rules commit- bringing joy to the hearts of the retee "If I were to forecast the Re- sort keepers. The revival of the gay
publican members," said one of tne night life was made possible by the
prominent western Republicans who; order of the board of police commis-i- s
intimately associated with the sioners upon petition of three hundred
Speaker, "this would I j my guess: business men.
Dalzell of Pennsylvania, and Smith of
Iowa, members of the present com- RAID ON PRIVATE
GAMBLING DEN AT TWILIGHT.
mittee, Fassett of New York, Denby of
Michigan, McKinley cf Illinois, and
probably Gardner of Aiassachusetts. El Paso Police are Doing Right Kind
Gardner has all along refrained from
of Work to Secure Enforcement
anything of personal antagonism to
of Law.
the Speaker, and is the only insurgent
acceptable to all the regulars.
El Paso .Texas, March 22.
The House Democrats, following the
has been going on within a
announcement that the Republican j stone's throw of the El Paso police
caucus will be held on Wednesday station, but it has been stopped, at
night definitely decided to hold their iast temporarily, bv the action of Den- caucus on Thursday night to select uty Constables
Hinckley and Brown
their four members of the committee and a raid on the residence of C. N.
on rules.
Kibby, who lives in, the alley at the
Representative Hayes of California i rear of the police station just a block
stated that today it was certain that and a half south from the headqUart-'
ci
r.P i c
Un
will
nfantiAn Ul
U.
UC ers of the guardians of the law.
WilltlCUVC
lUOUigCULO Will
held before Wednesday night "I will
Just at twilight the 'deputy con
not stand for men who are close to stables
and the policemen, who had
Speaker Cannon being nominated as suspected the house in question, made
Republican members of the new com- their
way silently along the dark alley
mittee'," he said. "A lot of other into
the
place and, after peeping into
surgents feel tne same way. We the iroom
lighted by a small lamp, they
would lose the fruits our victory, the
door and rushed in upon
the
opened
country would laugh at us." Many
who were seated about
the
players,
like
prominent insurgents, however,
with
a
table
chips piled up in front
Murdoclc of Kansas, Norris of Nebraska and Lenroot of Wisconsin, say of them, chips both red and white and
that they ..will enter tb aucus with- a few blue. The officers pounced, up
"
on their prey, seized the chips and
out assurances.
commenced a search for other incrimDemocrats Attack Administration.
inating evidence.

!

ADDRESS PRESS

New York, March 22. President
Taft arrived here early this morning
He has a busy
from New Haven.
dav before him. This afternoon ne
will call on the New York Press Club.
Tonight he will address a banquet of
the American Peace and Arbitration
League and attend a dinner to Congressman Henry Parsons. The President remained at the home of his
brother, Henry W. Taft until noon.
DEATH CLAIMS AGED
BROTHER DOMITI AN.
Was Formerly With the Christian
Brothers' College in This City
and Was Well Known.
Globe-Democra- t:

i

ASA

-

HOT

platform."
The speaker said he did not impute
to the President any lack of good faith
but he added "any student of recent
and present conditions in the Repub
lican party must realize that, how'
ever, much the President may desire
,to carry out the promises of his
party in relation to these measures
he has bound himself hand and foot
to an organization in the Congress
which has demonstrated on innumerable occasions in "the past that it
can be true to nothing except its own
false traditions."
The first effort of the administration
WOOL MARKET SHOWING
flayed by Representative Palmer was
MORE ACTIVITY
the tariff. He related how President
Taft had promised the voters that the
in the West and
pledges of the Republican party "for Shearing Has Begun,
Growers Demand Top Notch
tariff revision meant tariff reduction
Prices."The people understood then," said
Mr. Palmer, "that in presenting the
Boston, March 22. A slight in
platform, the Republican party gave
in inquiry from woolen mills
crease
its promissory note to the American
in the local market with &
noted
was
people. It was endorsed by William
to
shade prices by holders,
tendency
H. Taft and accepted by the people at
in the west, but
is
starting
the elections. It never would have Shearing
has been
been accepted without that endorse according to advices there
to high
but
little
owing
contracting
ment, .for the credit of the maker of
demanded
by the growers
that obligation had been sadly im prices have
There
been some good sales of
paired by the records of years of old California stock at 65
to 66 cents
broken pledges.
scoured, with Montana selling 69 to
"If President Taft had displayed but 70. Cleaned fleece wools are quiet.
half of the zeal in an attempt
Pulled wools are moving moderately
force Congress to reduce the tariff but foreign trade is
lighter.
taxation on the necessities of life that
he displayed in securing those reduc.
tions of duties that would result in ENGLISH GIRL MOBBED
AND BEATEN
greater profits to the protected manufacturers, already enriched by operaRiots in Bogota, United
tion of tariff laws beyond the dreams
States of Colombia, Con-- .
of avarice, he would have earned the
tinue.
right to say that as the endorser of
the Republican party's promise he
saved its obligation from protest
Bogota, Colombia March 22. The
sentiment here contin."If he had been but half as anxious
to save the pennies Of the working ues to find expression In rioting. Yesman by giving him cheaper cotton terday, two English girls were mistakgoods, as he was to save the dollars en for Americans. They were mobbed
of the steel trust by dumping into its and beaten. Subsequently, Representamills raw materials at much reduced tive Ramon Gonzales Valencia made
expense, his name would have been an official call upon American Minisenshrined In the hearts of the poor ter Northcott.
Former Governor Urges' house, was
(Continued on Page Eight.)
again stoned.
Anti-Americ-

;

anti-Americ-

MILLION

STRIKERS

1'

OUT

phia Persist in Continuing Fight
RETURNING

TO

CONVICT

RETURNED

Crash Were Horribly
Mangled.

WORK SEVEN

ARE

Goveronr Mills today
J. P. White of Roswell, a regent of the
New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell.
District Court.
The Valencia perjury case occupied
the attention of the district court this
forenoon. The Hetling case is to be
called next.
At noon the jury returned a verdict
of guilty against Roque Valencia, indicted for perjury. This afternoon
the case of the Territory vs. Julian
Lucero, indicted for cattle stealing,
will be called for trial.
Old Timer Arrested.
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal reports from Deming that he arrested
Dink Tinnell, an old time offender, at
Cook's Peak, for obtaining money under false pretenses. Tinnell was
bound over to grand jury.
Lodged in Penitentiary.
Judson J. Isbetter was lodged in tho
L

penitentiary yesterday after several
months of freedom which he had obtained by taking French leave last
fall. A pal of Isbetter "peached," and
he was located in Los Angeles, Cal.,
where he was doing one hundred days
time for helping himself to some tools
without an invitation from the owner.
Isbetter will have something like twO(
years to serve to complete sentence
from Grant county for assault with a
deadly weapon. Life will not be made
TRIAL OF HEINZE
any easier for him because of bis esSET FOR APRIL 25. cape. Captain Fred Fornoff of the
New York, March 22. Judge Hold territorial mounted police brought Is
today set the trial of F. Augustus better back from California, the requi
Heinz on charges of overcertification
sition of Governor Mills for him being
and misapplication of funds of the honored by the governor of California.
Mercantile National bank for April 25.
(Quarter Million Dollar Project.
Heinze's demurrer was withdrawn toIn
the office of Territorial Engineer
day and the copper magnate pleaded
Vernon L. Sullivan, application was
not guilty.
filed today by the Chino Copper Company for 3.1049 second feet of Apache
Tejo Spring near Santa Rita, Grant
BIG RAILROAD
county, to be utilized for mining,
smelting and other purposes, the proposed works to cost $250,000.
More Enumerators Designated.
The Director of the Census at Washthirty-seveington, has approved
more designations for enumerator-ship- s
t Would Have Tied Up Forty
in New Mexico and has rejected
apfive, making thus far
Seven Western Railroads
and ten rejected, the rejections
proved
in the West
being based on the poor examination
papers turned in by those rejected.
Those whose designation has been
ARBITRATED
WAGE QUESTION
approved are:
iienry Gleason of Old Albuquerque,
for the precincts of Alameda and
Details of Compromise Are Ranchos de
Albuquerque, Bernalillo

Still the Leaders in Philadel Victims of the Rock Island

MEN

UP i ESCAPED

Pittsburg, March 22. Anxious to
receive an immunity bath, three former members of the common council
appeared before Judge Frazier early
today and made no defense to charges
of having received money for their
votes in the passage of the bank and
street vacation ordinances. Two of
the men who appeared were not even
All were
under indictment.
given
suspended sentences. That the graft
investigation is but started well on
its way is the prediction of those who
profess to know. It is persistently,
rumored today that the "men higher
up" will be given the full advantage
of the district attorney's plea to
"come in out of the wet'' before another twenty-fou- r
hours have rolled
around. Then the detectives and police force will get busy and hunt the
rest of them down. It is generally
believed that little "Captain" Johnny
Klein's confession has not been all
told and that its complete telling will
still further rip apart the city politicians.
Nine Came in Out of the Wet.
Pittsburg, Pa., March 22. Before
noon 9 former members of the coun
cil had "come in out of the wet," and
confessed to the acceptance of bribes
for their votes. No stories of large
sums were related today, the men appearing confessing to acceptance of
from $150 to $250 for their votes.

W

LOSING

MEN HIGHER

Corruption in State Another Batch of Census Enu.
That Never Had Parallel
merators for New Mexico
in Territory.
Is Announced.

at a Banquet and Then
a Dinner.

AS

mfflBI

QUARTER

Tonight Is Booked for Speeches Political

not

sliders, but the insurgents are

THE

CLUB AFTER

Says the St. Louis
idle. Not by any means. Chautau1
"Brother Domitian, 88 years old, the
qua circuits will be enlivened by Senmember of the Christian Brotholdest
ator La Follette of Wisconsin, Senaers
the flitted States, died last
in
tor Cummings of Iowa, and others
La Salle Institute, the Christat
who will talk to the people during the night
Normal school of the St.
Brothers'
ian
hot months and tell them exactly what
Louis
district, at Glencoe, Mo., where
they think of things that have hapbeen stationed for twenty-fiv- e
he
has
pened at Washington.
Statehood Must Wait on Railroad Bill. years.
"Brother Domitian, whose family
Special to the New Mexican.
in
Washington, March 22. Senator name was Clement Papin, was born
from
returned
a
recuperaBeveridge
ting trip to Atlantic City. He inform- and was a descendant of the 'wealthy
ed the New Mexican's correspondent Papin family of Canad. His grandaunt,
that he is ready to push to passage Margaret Burgeois, founder of the orthe statehood bill, as soon as the rail- der of the Gray Nuns, has been recomroad bill now before the Senate is mended for anonization as a saint of
out of the way. Meanwhile he will the Catholic church.
prepare the facts for a printed report
"Brother Domitan received his rein addition to a verbal report made
habit in 1843 and in 1859 he
ligious
when the bill was reported to the Sen went to New Mexico with a colony of
ate. The conference on the Indian ap
brothers and established several
propriation bill agreed on all items houses. He served later in positions
for New Mexico and Arizona includ I, St.
at
Joseph, Mo., and Pass Christian,
ing $50,000 for a bridge over the Lit Miss. He'returned to St. Louis m
comtle' Colorado; also $25,000 for the
1872.
pletion of a dam for the Indians near
"Brother Domitian was apparently
Arizona.
Ganado,
Delegate Andrews in
good health and active up to a few
introduced a bill to authorize New
an unMexico to sell section 36, township 23, days ago, when he experienced
collapse.
expected
range 9, to the village of Deming
"His funeral, which will be simple,
for cemetery and park purposes, the
CLOUD
BIG
wil
take place this afternoon from the
proceeds to go to the exclusive use
of the schools. Also a bill for the chapel of La Salle Institute. Burial
relief of the heirs of Pablo Eugenio will be in the cemetery of the ChristRomero, from a Navajo Indian depre ian Brothers'- farm at Glencoe."
dation in 1862.
Andrews secured the appointment MILITARY CADETS AT
EL PASO GO ON STRIKE.
But It May Develop Into a of Spence Hardy as postmaster at
,
Vaughn.
El Paso, Texas, Marcu 22. A conPolitical Storm of
Insurgent Republicans do not expect siderable proportion of the cadets of
to get a member of the new rules com the El Paso Military Institute walked
Great Fury
mittee.
The Democrats are scramb out in a body following the dismissal
ling for their four places.
of Captain H. W. Woods, according to
one of the cadets.
MAYBRAY AND GANG
Captain Woods has long been a disGO TO PENITENTIARY. turbing element in the school, it is
March 22. John C. said by the management.
Took Steamer at New York Councif Bluffs,
Some boarding students are numMaybray and eleven of his associates
to Meet Former Chief
who yesterday were sentenced to im bered among the "strikers."
Captain Woods has been instructor
in London.
prisonment in the federal peniten
in
Latin and has been active in ath
at
to
were
taken
Leavenworth,
tiary
letics at the institution.
prison
today.
22.
In response
Washington, March
to a cablegram from former President
Roosevelt it became known here to
ARE
day that Gifford Pinchot, late chief
IN
New York on
forester, sailed from
Saturday and will meet Roosevelt
when the latter reaches London.

-

.

22. A well
March
statesman will
Republican
stump the country in the Chautauqua
circuits next summer under the aus
pices of the Republican Congressional
As far as possible it is
committee.
the
understood that
Republican
speakers will enter the bailiwicks
where the insurgents abide, and where
there is theatened dissatisfaction on
account of the new tariff law. Representative Tawney will speak in
Colorado and Wyoming; Senator Curtis of Kansas, Representatives Madden and Prince of Illinois, Olmstead of
Pennsylvania, Kahii and Smith of
California, Olcott of New York, and
others will take one night stand
routes to reconvert the party back

Washington,

known

j

House today.
Mr. Palmer in introducing his at
tack upon the Republican organization and the administration measures
said that the country could expect
little real benefit from "this show of
effort on the part of the President to
redeem the pledges of the Republican

HOODIES ARE

FO

33

Spends the Day in New York Pittsburgers Not Suspected Chino Cooper Company Asks
Come In and Confess
for Water'Rights for Exas Guest of His Brother
to Bribery
H. W. Taf t
tensive Improvements

TALKING; WILL

Guesses Are Being Made as to Lid Is Off in Big City Because Chautauqua Circuits This Summer Will Hear Political
Who Will Be Named
Business Is Worse Than
Politicians.
on Committee.
Arguments.

Washington, March 22. Referring
to President Taft as a rather pliant
executive and characterizing Former
President Roosevelt as the "greatest
insurgent of them all" who taught the
insurgents how to "insurge," Representative A. Mitchell Palmer, Democrat, of Pennsylvania, attacked the
administration from, the floor of the

1S1O

THE PRESIDENT

Democrats Will Have Their Merchants in San Francisco Republican Leaders and
Demand That Old Life
surgents Are PreparParty Conference EvenBe Resumed
ing for It
ing Following
MUTTERIN6S

1910

UNIDENTIFIED

,

STWERIEO

n

fifty-thre- e

Being Worked Out Today
by Committee.

Chicago,

111.,

March

22.

Commis

sioner of Labor Neill, the railway
managers and representatives of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Enginemen passed the day here
working out the details of the compro
mise effected yesterday whereby a
strike of the brotherhood members of
47 western railroads is averted. The
will be arbitrated.
wage question
Other points of difference are to be
compromised.
BILLIONAIRE SPECIAL OVER
SANTA FE ON FRIDAY.
Will Carry Six Special Cars of New
York Fnanciers From Pasadena,
to New York.

county.

Joseph R. Ribera, of Albuquerque,
for the precinct of Barelas.
Nicodemus F. Chaves of Albuquerque, for the precinct of Pajarito.
Donaciano Gutierrez of Old Albuquerque, for the precincts of San Antonio, La Tijeras and San Antonio. .
Juan R. Garcia of Old Albuquerque,
for the precincts of Los Griegos and
Los Duranes.
George McAfee of Chilili, for precincts Escobosa and Chilili.
Librada C. de Baca, of Albuquerque,
for part of Ward 3, Albuquerque.
William Neil Ferguson for the Indian School at Albuquerque.
John A. Werner of Old Albuquerque, precincts San Ignacio, Atrisco
and Del Rio.
Pablo Abeyta of Isleta, for the
pueblo of Isleta.
James W. Mullens of Roswell, for
precincts 1 and 2, Chaves county, outside of the city limits.

Weary of the Struggle and Dis All Night Long a Dozen UnderPasadena, Calif., March 22. The
heartened at Loss of Their
takers Were Busy Preparing
Santa Pe officials are planning to send
; Chaves County.
Bodies.
a novel trail eastward from Pasadena
Wages.
Fred A. Harned of Roswell for Ward
i
.
on Friday. "The Billionaire Special," i Roswell.
"

.

Philadelphia, Pa., March 22. All
negotiations are off and the fight will
go on, iwas the announcement made
today by the leaders conducting the
street car, and general strike. A big
meeting of labor leaders was called
today to consider the situation. Hundreds of sympathetic strikers, wearying of the long struggle and loss of
wages, are returning to work and the
labor leaders are finding it hard to
hold the strikers together. The committee having in charge the proposed
state-wid-e
strike will meet at Wilkes-barr- e
today to consider the advisability of calling a strike at once.
Philadelphia, March 22. The first
big "break in the general strike came
today when the journeymen brick layers, numbering about 2,200 men noti
fied the master brick layers that they
are ready to return to work. It is ex
pected that the work will be resumed
tomorrow.
'

Marshalltown, la., March 22. Two
more victims of yesterday's Rock
Island wreck died during 'the night,
bringing the list of known dead to
44, and making the wreck the most
appalling in the history of the state.
Seven bodies are still unidentified
The bruised and crushed condition of
the bodies makes Identification almost
impossible in some instances. There
is hardly a body but that has both
legs and arms broken and in many
cases 'brie or more of, these members
are torn oft entirely and some misslngi
All night long, a dozen undertakers;
some from neighboring towns, were
busy preparing the bodies for burial
and seeking information that would
lead to identification.
Marshalltown, la., March 22. A cor
rected list of the dead this afternoon
places the number at
which includes four unidentified wo
-

forty-seve-

men.

.

it will he called.

It will run direct
from Pasadena to New York with a
stopover at the Grand Canyon in
Arizona. Six private cars will be oc
cupied by the Andrew Carnegie party,
Mrs. Russell Sage and Mayor and
Mrs. Slocum, iEdwIn Gould and his
family, W. S. Ward Webb and party,
and other New York financiers who
have been spending part of the winter
in California.

EL PASO JUSTICE OF THE
PEACE CHARGED WITH FORGERY.
El Paso, Texas, March 22. Charles
Clark, an elderly man well known in
local politics and one time candidate
for the office of justice of the peace
to occupy the vacancy caused oy the
death of E. A. Howard, was arrested
by Deputy Constable Brown and lodged in the county jail on a charge of
forgery, the complaint having been
made by District Clerk Ike Alderete

Roy B. Parsons, of Roswellj for
2, Roswell.
Samuel H. Runyon of Roswell, for
Ward 3, Roswell.
Mrs. Grace E. Baker of Roswell, for
Ward 4, Roswell.
James E. Wheeler of Cumberland,
for precincts South Spring and Dex
ter.
Andrew Canuteson of Vocant for
precinct of Hagerman,
Warren Harlow of Roswell, precinct
of Lake Arthur.
M. F. Brockett of Cumberland, for
precinct of Lower Penasco.
Annie Dunn Wilson of Bronco, for
precinct of Plains. - - ,
William M. Beauchamp of Kenna.
for precincts of Kenna and Elkins.
Colfax County.
Edward M. Keenan of Springer, far
precinct of Springer.
Lincoln County.
Willis E. Hightower of Capitan, for
the precincts of Capitan and Nogal.
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Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Iota

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fever-ishnesHeadache, Bad Stomach,
THE HERMIT SOUL.
Teething, Disorders, move and reg(From Kansas City Star.)
ulate the Bowels' and destroy Worms.
There are hermit souls that live with- They break up colds in 24 hours.
drawn
They are so pleasant to the taste and
In the peace of their self content;
harmless as milk. Children like them.
There are souls, like stars, that dwell Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
.
apart,
They never fail. Sold by all druggists,
In a fellowless firmament;
Don't accept any
23c.
Asy today.
There are pioneer souls that blaze substitute.

Four

Pansy

This Will Interest

tuc nmiv onsiiin im
mil unni nuuiiu ur.
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their paths
the highways never ran
But let me live by the side of the
road

Bobolink

Established 1856.

s,

1

SE

"Where

m- -uJ:

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Incorporated 1903.

BROS. C
Made to
Measure

Ladies Garments

And be a friend to man.

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

,
U
OO
HT
Let me live in a house by the side of
Denver, uuiu., luaicu
the road,
The weather forecast is fair M
Where the race of men go by
tonight and Wednesday fair in $
in
The men who are good, and the men
Showers
south portion.
who are bad,
north portion and cooler.
As good and as bad as I.
The mer-- !
64 Degrees the Maximum
I would not sit in the scorner's seat,
Or hurl the cynic's ban;
cury climbed to 64 degrees j esterof
in
arrival
honor of the
Let me live in a house by the side d;iy
spring
ami the minimum was 41 degrees at
of the road
(i
And be a friend to man.
yesterday morning. The humid-- j
it y was 43 per cent. The tempera-- ;
I see from my house by the side of tuic at 6 o'clock this morning was
10 degrees.
A year ago today thej
road
maximum was 59 and the minimum'
By the side of the highway of life,
degrees with 89 per cent of sun- The men who press with the ardor
shine.
The day was partly cloudy.
of hope.
The
Swindle A subscribSpanish
The men who are fait with the
er at Truchas, Rio Arriba county,
strife,
But I turn not away from their smiles sends us one of the original letters
from the Spanisn swindler at Madrid,
nor their tears
Spain, whose scheme was exposed by
Both part of an infinite plan;
state and full parLet me live in my house by the side the department of
of which were printed reticulars
of the road
It is
cently in the New Mexican.
And be a friend to man.
evident that the swindler is operating in Xewr Mexico on account of the
I know there are
Spanish language being spoken here.
meadows ahead,
Civil Service Exams Thursday SecAnd mountains of wearisome height;
retary Parsons of the local civil servThat the road passes on through the ice board has received word that
long afternoon,
V. W. Campbell, in charge of the
And stretches away in the night.
eleventh civil service division, will
But still I rejoice when the travslers be here Thursday March 24, to conduct a civil service examination for
rejoice
And I weep with the strangers that departmental clerk, entrance salary
moan,
There will be eight persons
$1200.
Nor live in my house by the side ol to take the examination which consists of stenography and typewriting
the road
and they are requested to meet at the
Like a man who dwells alone.
local postofflce at 8:30 a. m.
Let me live in my house by the side
of the road
Where the race of men go by
They are good, they are bad, they are
weak, they are strong,
Wise, foolish; so am I.
Policeman Did Not Push Case.
Then why should I sit in the scorner's To the Editor of the New Mexican.
seat,
The article which appeared in FriOr hurl the cynic's ban?
day's issue and in a local weekly conLet me live in my house by the side cerning the threatened arrest of a
of the road
certain traveling salesman, who, it
was said, had deluged a policeman
And be a friend of man.
with water, left a wrong impression.
Dunwn i k ant)ears mat a noisv tnrong eain- near the hotel bar made sleep
Rivas and Leopoldo Baca arrested at
ratner difficult. A policeman was
Albuquerque for fighting and being
s
ed ln mattering the
when arraigned before a justice
the
and
arresting
obstreperous, when
of the peace forgot all about the
were
his
activities
terminated by a
trouble. Baca was fined $10 and Rivas
flood from above.
Recognizing that
secured a postponement of his case. there was some
for tired
justification
W. C. T. U. at Clovis The Wom- nature to take measures to silence the
has
an's Christian Temperance Union
disturbers so that slumber might
organized a branch at Clovis, Curry come, and realizing that there was no
county. Miss Mary Knight was elect- - criminal intent on part of the water- ea president; airs. J. u. nice,
ice, throwe
thft nnlicpman decline! to
president; Mrs. Cash Ramey, secre-'mak- e
a case. Besides, there was no
tary and treasurer, and Mrs. Carrie evidence of the identity of the assail-Moorcorresponding secretary.
ant The offer was voIuntariiy made
Former Lincoln County Business to pay for the cleaning and pressing
Man Married in Milwaukee S. C.'of the policeman's clothes and the
Wiener, a former business man of blocking of his hat. The policeman
The
whatsoever.
White Oaks, Lincoln county, was mar- - asked nothing
ried this month at Milwaukee to Miss marshal was in no way involved.
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
Carrie Frohman. The couple will be
at home at the Vendome at Chicago
from Friday of this week on.
PILES CURE0 IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
W.
PAZOOINTMENT
Sold
T.
is guaranteed to cure
Line
Dr.
Telephone
Bleeding or Protjhing, Blind
Watson has sold the private telephone anycaseOf
14 days or money re6
Piles
to
ln
truding
line from Capitan to Lincoln to the funded. 50c.
Colorado Telephone Company which
has also bid $25,000 on the line from
Alamogordo to El Paso. The old wire
is to replaced with No. 8 copper wire
which gives much better service.
'

v

;

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WE

;

inter Grocery Co.
toutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

j

No. 40

Telephone

ill

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CALL
'it

Ap

8
"IF

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

31

Goods.

if
Pi:
V.

S.

I

Ml

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

Every garment made to
Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED
''

PHONE

FOR HALF A, CENTURY

36

THE LEADING
HOUSE

m

IN THE

P. O. BOX 219

GOODS
CITY.

brook-gladdene- d

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

J'

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

JEWELER

If

fflfflBPffliBglpmj

m.i urn im"

ii

AND WINDOWS

.11111.

THE FORUM.

if

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KIND SOP VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

FRANK

If

F.

D.oka. t,.m

GORMLEY

mncmniPBi

uiii ffltBrfrTWBMWTOWCT

iSil

Wabout ffW

ft

--

ei-e-

i

k

f

PHONE
BLAUK

f

Aia

1Q

PA-SO-

noise-maker-

ROAL)

Si

Undertaker and Embalmer
J.

AT C

TTT TTVTX7T5
RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

FRAMING

D. MULLIGAN

Given Careful
Personal Attention

DBT

pSe

Rau 1DQ
100
TASTEFULLY

AND

130

RED

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds

$100

flour, Hay,

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

KSSt

imi'lK!!

m

h. C- - YONTZ WTCHES
MANUFACTURER OP

MEXICAN FILIGREE

!

T",e?, and

Fttted by

Up-t-

Date Methods
4 ;WtLKT
Cut Class. China and Silverware

Right Servi

i

r

L345 San Francisco St.

Hardware

mnnnnAvift
HAR

jWARE CO.

We have it.

WHOLESALE

YOUR CALL FOR A CARRIAGE
will be promptly answered whenever
you choose to make it. If you want
to catch a very early train or meet a
very late one you can have a rig
FROM THIS LIVERY STABLE.
Just say what you want and when
and where, and our livery service will
be at your command. You couldn't
have better if you owned the biggest
private stable you know of. And at a
mere fraction of a private stable's ex-

Toledo, O. pense.

Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

!

SANTA FE, N. M.

RETAIL

AIS D

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliD,

CTiSfS

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

WILLIAMS

4 RISIHG

310 San Francisco St.

'Phone

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

19

(INCORPORATED)
Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

OA nnn nn

,

R K AL ESTATE and INSU RANGE business

to

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of interest

139 Red.

5

Where else on the face of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possible for us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.
PHARMACY

No

I

I

1

ZOOK HAS IT

TrnX'tt
Jill
r

IV

no

Weed

CERRILLOS

Leras

Ca-itarr- h

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

E'HSL'T
Right

?K

IN HARDWARE, WE HAVE IT.

S ANYTHING

'

Salt and Seels

diamonds

WHEN IT

REWARD, $100.

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
jand that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity.
being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith In its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,

International Stock Food
LEO

IlllUltWil

We carry everything you need In builders Hardware from the wire
screen on the front door to the outside knob on the kitclum door,
Your houee or building, if propeily "hnrdwared," will be much more
handsome than if you give no care to the kind of "trimmings" you use,

Telephone

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

I

fn.ilnun--

j

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

to.JWI!l1lllrtOIUUMl
.

J)

fT"

"Quality Before Price.

PHONE 213
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WHY IT SUCCEEDS.

SAYS SHOTS AT RED COATS
PROVED BLESSING TO BRITAIN.

Because It's for Ore Thing Onry, and
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Nothing can toe good for everything.
Doing one thing well brings success.
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing
only.
They cure sick kidneys.
They cure backache, every kidney
ill.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to
prove it
Mrs. Agripina D. Ce Gonzales, 102
Garcia street, Santa Fe, ri. M., says:
"In September, 1906, 1 procured Doan's
Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows &
Co's. drug store and used them for
backache which had been a source of
such annoyance. In the morning
when I arose my back was so lame
and painful that I could hardly stoop
to pick up anything. I knew that
my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills by the good reports I heard about them. The contents of one box drove away all my
pains and aches and I am happy to
say that my cure has been perma-

Bright and Steady

Canadian Railway Official in Boston
Speech Expressed Unity of Feeling Between Dominion and
United States.
Boston, Mass., March 22. In an

KIP
i
1

.,113

I

- j

ie

Descriptive

8outhwt."

Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 1,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildlQgs, thoroughly furnished, healed, light
Ip all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

If Not at Yours. Write for
Everywhere.
Circular to the Nearest Agency of ttie

CONTINENTAL

j

NEW MEXICO.

edand modern

Once a Rayo user, always one
Every Dealer

K
- .

hi

i

low-pric-

:

A

Flnlay
For particulars and

OIL COMPANY

Illustrated

catalogue

address.

(Incorporated)

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

j

Superintendent.

n

that

Not coal

03731.

trade will find their natural chan-- '
nels, and Canada, handicapped at the
beginning by the wider range of business possible to her southern neighbor, will come into her own.'
"With this I entirely agree. Only
a short time ago Mr. Mann showed me
several letters he received from industrial leaders on this side which indicate that there is a large, influential
body of similar opinion in the United
States. The increase in purchases
from the United States to which I
have referred is only a promise of
things to come. Realizing this, as well
as profiting by the
of the tariff, many United States
houses have established branch factories in Canada a result of our tariff
Which probably would never have
come about if your statesmen of the
early sixties had been big enough to
perpetuate the Reciprocity Treaty of

chief,

land.)
t (Serial
D. Mann of the Canadian
Northern
Department of the Interior,
railway, recently said that the disU. S. Land Office.
tribution of natural resources in North
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
perhaps
Notice is hereby 'given that Ramou America will ultimately
Sandoval, of Cow Springs,
(P. O. quickly modify the tariff policies of
Lamy), N. M., who, on March 29, the United States as well as Canada.
1904, made homestead entry (Serial "It is really for you to begin as you
Mr. Mann said
N begin
SE
03731) No. 7871, for SE
NE
SE
SW
Sec. 1, T. and he gives seven years for the aboli13 N., R. 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, tion of the duty on the hard wheat of
has filed notice of intention to make western Canada.
final five year proof, to establish
"The preponderance of pulpwood in
claim to the land above described, be- Canada," Mr. Hawkes said, "must
fore the register and receiver, U. S. soon lead to a large readjustment in
land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the the conditions of a most important
14th day of April, 191u.
series of industries. Your coal deClaimant names as witnesses:
posits are greater than ours in the
Gar- east and west.
Eulogio Sandoval, Victoriano
In the heart of the
Filiberto continent ours exceed yours. Where
cia, Francisco Sandoval,
Martinez, all of Lamy, N. M.
you give us coal we shall be able to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
give you, grain. To quote Mr. Mann,
Register. 'the tariff is, at best, an expedient. As
its erode necessities are outgrown
Fortify now against th. Grip for It and the distribution of nature's favors
comes every season sure! Preventics is better understood, the courses of
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets
offer in this respect a most certain
and dependable safeguard. Preventics,
at the "sneeze stage" will, as well,
also surely head off all common colds.
But promptness Is
Keep
Preventics in the pocket or purse, for
instant use. Box of 48 for 25c. Sold
&25c. S0c7HWHWL3U
s
Dniggittt
& Co.
by
,

1--

1-- 2

ROSWELL,

"Tht Weit Point of th

'Shu 4

i

A bripht and steady light depends upon the
construction of the lamp.
The ben skill has put forth its best effort in
perfecting the Rayo Lamp.
As the air is fed to the flame so does the light
g
burn. The
current of air through
of the Rayo Lamp stcures a uniform
the
light, with never a flicker or flare.
The ideal family lamp. Made of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
The Rayo is a
lamp, but yen cannot
get a better lamp at any price.
air-tu'-

New Mexico Military Institute

I Rw1
- v.

Jggfa Lamp

!

ad-

dress to the Intercolonial Club and
within sight of Bunker Hill an Englishman, Arthur Hawkes, of the Canadian Northern railway, today declared that the declaration of indewith the Magna Charta
pendence
and the Declaration of Right of
England were of inestimable benefit to all Britain and colonies of Britain. The resistance to King George
he gloried in, he said, whatever such
professed Americans as Stark might
the open resistance
say in
to tyranny .which began with the Boston, tea party. "The notes struck on
the liberty bell," he said, "insured not
for the thirteen
only independence
colonies, but autonomy for all over- sea dominions of the British empire."
This was the spirit of Mr. Hawkes'
nent."
address notwithstanding that, on the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 eve of a
rupture of present tariff relacents.
tions between the United States and
Y
N.
Co., Buffalo,
Canada, he dwelt upon the serious assole agents for the United States.
1 of
Remember the name Doan's and pects of the tariff increase April
25 per cent by the United States and
take no other.
the expected sequel, a 33
per cent
increase by Canada. It must be reNotice for Publication.
D.
membered
Mr. Hawkes'
Foster-Milbur-
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school-masterin-
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tries.

"Little Georges."
"I could find ten thousand men who
work in the head offices of big business houses In New York, Boston or

I

1 Will

stiff-necke-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

All

Call up

Las Cruces, New Mexico
They will double in value in sixty days

- $20.00

RATES

CHAS. CLOSSON

BEAN

Our General Agent, Mr. EDWARD EHLE, will be in
Santa Fe on Wednesday for a few days only and will
Explain this proposition to you.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

":'

JAMES T. SMITH & COMPANY,
j

Las Cruces, New Mexico.

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Ten per cent down and ten per cent per week.
FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE

&

Parts of the World.

Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Adjoing the A. & M. A. College,

MAYES

Proorietor.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine

SUNNY SLOPE LOTS

$15.00,

CALIEfiTE HOT SPRINGS.

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

Invest a few Dollars in

Lots are
selling for $10.00,

OJO

j

"Mr. Richard Gregg, the able trade
commissioner
for Canada appointed
by the imperial government to organise a service that will do for British
trade in Canada similar work to that
which is so admirably performed by
your own consular representatives, estimated a few years ago that at least
$125,000,000 of capital from the United
States had been put into branch indus-

Stripling-Burrow-

OOH'T

g

Chicago who imagine that because
they work in the head office they are
a peg above the follows who are on
the frontier of the business, creating
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
the trade on which the house and all located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
its employes live. They are little Cliff
been throughly tested by the
miles west has
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the
Georges, without their predecessor's
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
excuse.
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuBar-anc- o
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
"Your revolution was because the Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
English-borGerman
Affections,
Scrofula,
who sat upon the throne did not real- Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
ize that an Englishman across the daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comocean was just as good as, if not bet- The temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathter than, the man who stayed at from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
home; and that an infant community,
and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
;iKe an miani lnaiviauai, grows into very dry
an adult with all the natural rights j year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracintive at all seasons and Is open all
and emotions of an adult. The slow ious hotel for the convenience of
ness to understand changed condi valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
tions was not peculiar to George the j from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
Third and his ministers.
The notion contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
of superiority has not been confined j These w?ers contain 1.G26.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
to Englishmen, living or dead.
"Let us take the War of Independence for granted. Let me say, without affectation, that I glory in the
Ojo Cilienle. Taos. County N M
resistance to George the Third even
as I glory in the magnificent courage,
the sublime patriotism of Pym and
Hampden and Eliot. "What, indeed,
are the notes that were struck on Liberty Bell but the reverberations of the
strokes of Magna Charta, the Petition
of Right and Declaration of Right ?
"I have met some Americans who
kick against the migration of the
children of LTncle Sam to the Saskatchewan valley. 'It's all very "well,'
TO.
they say, 'for congested countries, like
England, to lose some of their citizens. But the United States wants to
get good people, not to get rid of them.
If the United States were as congested
as England is, emigration to Canada Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
would be all right. But as things are,
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
no, sir.'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
"Before I expound what I believe to
be the true significance of the emi Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
to Manitoba,
gration of Americans
and all Foreign Countries.
Saskatchewan and Alberta, let me try
to lodge three facts in the back of
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .
your mind, for sweet charity's sake.
"The United States has received
more emigrants from, and annihilated
more allegiance to, other countries,
than all the nations of all time.
"Nearly three million Canadians
have emigrated to, and and multiplied
in the United States, and, in so doing,
have made but little trade for Canada.
"Less than one-hal- f
of one per cent
of the population of the United States
has moved into Canada during the
last ten years, a period in which the
foreign trade of the United States has
been increased by Canada far more
than by any other country in the
world.
in
"Think of these things for a little;
of
in
and then, if you will, examine with
me the situation created by the American in Canada.
RIGHT.
"The American has done a very
great deal for Canada. Canada has
done a great deal for the American.
Don Caspar Avenue
There are three Americans in western
Canada who think that they and their
compatriots have made the country.
"The truth is, of course, that when
Americans come to western Canada
they don't find it a foreign country at
all. In soil, climate, transportation,
agricultural machinery, currency, soLACES & EMBR01PER1ES
cial observances, churches in every-

I

I

thing except the outward political
forms, the differences which they
thought would be tremendous are only
trivial. In most cases they are in
favor of the adopted land.
"There have been many celebrations of the Fourth of July in western
Canada. We view the stars and
stripes fluttering in summer resorj
breezes, and other places, with perfect equanimity. We have more respect for the tenderness of American
feeling than to wish to flaunt the Canadian flag, or conspicuously to celebrate Dominion Day in the United
States.
"It's curious to notice in the west
that men and women woh began their
life in Canada by offering the most
fervent homage to the symbol of their
native country, have become less demonstrative as Fourth of July follows
Fourth of July. They had been accustomed to hearing and reading the Declaration of Independence, with its "terrible recitation of the offenses of
George the Third. Some of them grew
up with the idea that England was
and is the home of oppression, still
smarting under the loss of the thir-teen colonies."

SALE

Ae have

just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
V

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block
F; N. M.

AV

tanta
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How real estate values are advanc- - able them to learn a living, are the
evidence of the neglect wnn
ing in Santa Fe was evidenced at a saddest
authorities have treated and
the
two
which
which
at
public sale yesterday
lots brought $2,700 that two years ago are treating especially the native
wouldn't have brought $1,200 at such children.
a sale. Lots on the Fort Marcy res-- 1
time isn't yet but will be soon,
ervation that three years ago sold at j
e
$450 and were deemed high at that when Santa Fe will need a park
can not be bought for double missioner. The Capital Cif y of the
that sum today. A lot on upper Pal- - j Sunshine State is going to be, or
ace avenue which only a few years ought to be, a city of trees. Every
ago was
parted with for $400 thoroughfare should have its double
held at $1,200 today and next year j row of elms and every bit of parking
will be $2,000. Another lot on East should be cared for. Some day, the
Palace avenue that seven years ago city will have Chautauqua grounds and
wn
sold for $200 is today appraised there will be work enough to keep a
tn h worth $1,000. But few business park commissioner busy.
But this
sites are longer available.
increase in real estate values is only
an intimation of what real estate in
is interested and should know
this city will be worth after the stateabout the womlertul
hood bill has lifted from this county
IMARVELVVhirlingSpray
iuq sew jit'st M osl con en- its great indebtedness. In fact, the
lent. It cleanses
rise of values will not be confined to
Sinsiautly
farm
to
will
propextend
but
city lots
Ash yonr dnijrpletforit.
cannot supply the
erty and land grants in Santa Fe ItM he
V it V K L, accept no
hut Bella stump for
county. The man who has any idea ftther.
til
iiin!r!tert hook sealed. It gives K I
of owning his own home in Santa
full particulars and directions in- M AltVKl.
vsthiiiDlB to InrtieB.
educaof
or
board
the
some
pe
day
H 1.h SiSd Street, .NEW YOIiK.
tion that contemplates sooner or later
putting up a school house had belter
buy the land now before values ad- WOODY'S HACK LIKE
locasimilar
are
in
vance to what they
From
tions in town like Albuquerque and El
Paso. The boom has been long in
B ARRANCA TO TAOS
coming, but there are unmistakable
North South
signs that it is on the way, and will Meets Both
hit Santa Fe soon, especially if the
Bounds Trains.
city should elect the right kind of a
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival of
progressive municipal ticket on April Che
north bound train and arrives at
5 th.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
The Gem City is pretty far down the
Rio Grande valley but it agrees with way. Good covered hack and good
the farmers of northern New Mexico teams.
in lheir j)10test against the embargo
Tiling clciie to iafee Fas
Service has eengei Conafcrta.'ble.'
that the Reclamation
placed on the waters of the Rio Gran-shoulde and its tributaries north of Engle.
The Socorro Chieftain says:
"Both the Albuquerque Journal and
the Santa Fe New Mexican have tak- en up the cudgel for a modification of

R.

J.

L,

A, HDGBES,

PALEH,

President.

com-pric-

Daily, six months, by mail

OFFICIAL PAPER

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

....$3.75
2.00
1.00
75

is
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ine-mi-

copy of the constitution of 1S90, and
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
thinks the Liberal, the New Mex- PROBLEM.
Journal, and
blamed,
is
jCan, the Albuquerque
who
a,
Mills,
rOT,i lSrm
refer
which
more
occasionally
other
had
papers
as
having
or
unjustly,
justly
because
not
their
on
the
to
are
duty
it
doing
or less to do with the embargo
waters of the Rio Grande and the they do not print it. None of these
made bv El Paso on papers are devoted to ancient history,
fii,t i,at
15. .ft,, u.....
loin ivlion
........ nri- vate and if thev did print it there would
11..
ine Ti..i,.,f
rjit'i'uiiiiito build it. is again he another excuse for a flow of lanun,ru
edi- If
the
Advocate.
from
suase
the
International
an
as
in thA Umplisrht
is really anxious to
Boundary Commissioner, which by tor of that paper
document the Lib
of
see
g
that,
a
copy
snap
the way is a soft,
is on
for which our own Colonel William H. eral would inform him that it the
of
office
the
of
secretary
in
tile
the
slated
by
H. Llewellyn had been
considPresident Roosevelt so that General territory, and Mr. Jaffa, for a
a
to
furnish
is
more
willing
time
eration,
always
Anson Mills might devote
on file in
of
wnich
certified
any
paper
from
copy
enterprises
his
to
private
the onerous duties of International his office."
Boundary Commission take valuable
time occasionally. Th's time it is
THE POWER OF THE PRESS.
in connection with a dispute over a
The true significance of the fall of
strip of land in El Paso known as El Cannon must not be forgotten. It
Chamisal and which is worth considbe brought home to the White
erable from the real estate point of House as well as to those who would
view and General Mills is reported to be autocrats in New Mexico. Speak-- 1
be an expert in real estate. Says the er Cannon fell before the onslaughts of
Washington, D. C, Herald:
the press. He had been opposed be"Mexico has put in a claim to ter- fore
the reclamation service regulations
SHOP
by parties and by factions, by poritory embracing part of El Paso, on litical leaders, by interests and by sec- which prohibit additional diversion
the plea that the Rio Grande has shift- tions, but he snapped his fingers at of water from the Rio Grande and its
For 19 years the only
ed its course and that the channel of them all. Last year there was inau- tributaries above the proposed Elefirst class tonsorial parlor
the river is now to the north of the gurated against him a systematic at- phant Butte dam. The prohibition is
based on the need of all available
in Santa Fe.
city. It is international law that the
tack by the press. Not a partisan atfixto fill the great reservoir to be
water
OUR NEW FITCH
boundary between nations, when
such
an
attack by
magazines
tack, but
ed by a river, shall follow the channel. as Success, which had no political axe created for the irrigation of lands beTREATMENT
This can be seen in half a dozen to grind, by newspapers who saw the low it in New Mexico, Texas, and
like
much
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
places along the Canadian line. In the evil of the concentration of power in Mexico. This looks very
of relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
St. Clair and Detroit rivers and in the hands of one man. Cannon laugh- the development of one section
ithe country at the expense of the de- other scalp irritations. We also
numerous
the St. Lawrence, the
ed again, but the force of the moveor
velopment of another, and the papers carry a complete line of all the
islands belong to the United States
ment grew and the Cannon smile be- mentioned are thus not
on
lacking a good
to
be
as
to Canada,
they happen
he began to reason for swinging, a mighty vigor- popular hair and facial tonics.
came more serious,
the right or the left of the channel. limber up, make explanations, even ous
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
in behalf of the people who
"General Anson Mills, the American though it necessary to defend his ac- dwellcudgel
miles
hundred
three
for
along
BATHS BATHS BATHS
commissioner, who is treating with tions and motives. On the surface, he the
of the Rio Grande."
valley
terrion
the
the Mexican government
who
men
defied the
torial status of El Paso, in a recent apparently
wielded the pen, but there were signs
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
The next few days ought to prove
report says the question of ownership that multiplied rapidly, that for the whether
FVi
nun ii a utquti Vi rrl o tnnn 11 fn itimih
the
Republican Philadelphia
has not yet been settled. While Mex- first time in his life he was atram,
01. nQt when it sayg laundry on Mondays and
ig
press
of
rignt
Tuesdays
ico's claim from the legal point
airaia ot a power wnose miguL jic under a Washington, D. C, date line: ana deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
view is sound enough, General Mills could not
gauge, did not know how i -- owing to a peculiar misunder
All work is guaranteed; your
is hopeful that the district may
and today standing the Arizona and New Mexico
to fight, could not over-aw- e
socks are mended and buttons
under the American flag. The he is shorn of power just because he statehood bill
sewed on you shirts, without
some
as
of
die,
may
extra charge.
alluvial nature of the soil, like the reckoned without the press, the President Taft's other
measures
pet
Missouri and Mississippi, permits the
mighty engine through which the peo-- ; have perished. Senator Beveridge's PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
river to find new channels in an an- pie make known their wants and en-- ; committee on territories
reported out
noying manner. Iowa and Nebraska force them if they go unheeded by! favorably today a statehood bill.
have come near clashing over this those drunk with power. There was
ESI
"Whether this is to be taken as a
several times. The Rio Grande, in no man who was ever so soundly en-- ! substitute of the House bill, already
many places, has the same embarrass- trenched as was Speaker Cannon, no passed, or as an entirely new nieas-maing characteristic as the Missouri.
who dreamed so little of being ure not even some of the committee- "Recently the river at Brownsville overthrown, but the American press men, including benator Kean, ot New
threatened to cut off old Fort Brown has taught the scoffers that it must be Jersey, could figure out. And upon
and the national cemetery .and annex reckoned with and that in the long this point will depend the question
them to Mexico. This has been obvi- run there is no czar so powerful that j whether the bill will go merely into
ated by the building of a strong levee. he can successfully withstand or conference in the two Houses or
nave to oe passed
But had it taken place, it might have sneer at its righteous edicts.
again by the
No naHouse.
led to serious complications.
"In the latter event, it might be
tion would be willing to permit a forHELPING THE CENSUSMAN.
killed and there is a rumor at the
tification to he handed over to a neighof the Census for Capitol that this
The
joker was intenbor, even if the two powers were on New Supervisor
so
like
many other su- tionally injected for the purpose of
Mexico,
the
terms.
the most friendly
Imagine
'Where prices are lowest
the country, is a news- defeating statehood at this session."
Rhine shifting its course and giving pervisors in and
he
the
appreciates
some of the German fortresses to an- paper man,
help that the' New Mexico press is
Norman Mack and Charles J. Murfor safe quality"
other power!
Uncle Sam in securing an ac- phy together at Hot
giving
Springs, Arkan"It may be necessary to modify the curate and complete census. Nearly sas,
"Fingy" Conners at Buffalo; Tom
international law when the territory every one of the 125 New Mexico exat French Lick, Roger SulliOne Resolution to Make
has some peculiar value. In the mean- changes that come to the New Mexi- Taggart
van and John P. Hopkins, are said
a
can's table printed President Taft's to be the mighty bosses who are
time, the difficulty has not reached
just
serious phase, and our friendship with proclamation on the census in full now
and by
consulting
Mexico is in no danger of rupture."
last week and many of the newspapers wire as to the personally
What other 1910 Resolu
status of the Demoare giving space generously to the cratic party and who are
tion youmay make
deciding
FREE ADVICE NOT APPRECIATED. bulletins that have been sent out from definitely
who
should carry the
Liboffices.
Fe
the Washington and Santa
Don H. Kedzie of the Western
Democratic banner in the presidential
Resolve now that you will
campaign of 1912. A party whose fate
eral, hands the editor of the Artesia Says the Albuquerque Morning
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
is m tne hands of such
Advocate, the following left hander:
hao
"In about three weeks from this fa!ien
a low estate indeed Even
"The publisher of the Advocate, of
coming year. It Is a resoluArtesia, is more given to language time the census man will be on his: Bryan and Bryanism are bettr than
In your own Interest, f or
tion
than any newspaper man in the ter- rounds, anu as good citizens we should an organization that nn " "jynv,- to
not
all
means
be
receive
him,
the best possible
It
lized and put to sleep by these men
prepared
ritory- With any excuse as starter he
with
with
but
open
arms,
who
necessarily
to
dare
words
call
themselves the
table supplies at lowest poscan reel off several columns of
open minds, and with a conscious- brains and the management of the
that often are as interesting as they ness
sible
prices.
of the fact that the entire effort party of Jefferson, Jackson and Han- are accurate. Recently he has been
federal
the
which
C0Ck
upon
government
as if the party were a poker deck'
spending a great deal of time on the
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well-payin-

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

j

OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

i

OF S A FIT A FE.

'

the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
c'rculatM
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
Southwest.
ive
of
the
and
people
progress
among the intelligent
The New Mexican
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proposed constitution

of

the new state so much labor will owe its
success,
its correctness and its satisfactori-nessolely to the individual answers
that we may make to the enumerator,
hence it is to our interest as members of the community and the nation
that we make prompt and correct answers to all of his questions.
Some
of them may seem impertinent, but
are necessary, and will only be
used for good ends, 'ihe enumerator
comes to you strictly on public business. He books no lightning rods to
put up nor books to sell on the side,
and wilU not appear later with promissory notes or tax notices, and no
part of the information he gets from

of New Mexico, and is very anxious to
have all sorts of things in it, all of
which helps out the constant flow of
language. Last week the Advocate
printed an item that recently appeared in the Liberal, showing that the
Democrats of the two territories, when
it comes to the point, are opposed to
statehood. The quotation was accurate, and in speaking of the constitution of 1890 it said: "If it had been
adopted the chances are Congress
would have admitted us on it." The
language mill then got to work, commenting on the article from the Liberal, and when it got to the above
quoted section the language said:
"Then you assert that if the people

nieht's eamhle
Santa Fe needs for its mayor a man
fearless, a man who will compel every one to respect the law; who
will not draw lines between rich and
poor or between Republican or Demofrnf xtrttuvar Tirill
n in thoIthi a -n
.vwv,
h i' ii i:i !' nn .
lector visit the houses of every
who will enforce sanitationpayer;
who will not tolerate mam,
haa
within sight of the Capitol; and who
will have the sprinkler CO tin ami
down every important thoroughfare
and will have it make its rounds daily;
who will enforce quarantine; who will
give all of Santa Fe police protection '
and will have the rowdies arrested on
the side streets and allevs. In Warn,P. Sturges Santa Fe would have such j
a mayor and the taxpayers will stand I
1.
4p
in thoin nwn
.1 tiicjr uu
j Jim press
him into their service.

you will be used to 'give you away',
therefore you should receive him
had accepted that constitution then kindly and answer him cheerfully."
Congress would have given them
statehood." A language mill that canNow if Speaker Cannon could do
not quote more accurately than that like the prime minister of Hungary
deserves little attention. People who did yesterday and dismiss or dissolve
lire not devoted to language, and who the House of Representatives, or if it
are acquainted with the way Congress was done in the United States as It is!
has acted on the statehood question
for many years will never assert that
Congress will or will not do any par- chamber is opposed to a government
ticular thing tinder any .particular measure, the political situation in
circumstance. The language manu- Washington, D. C, would be simpler
less troublesome.
facturer 13 very anxious to see a

who is

-
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASIHNGTONENUE
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Commodious Sample room
Long Distance leiephone station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

,FB,ESS

THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

full course meals, from noon..on.
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niu

,ii'jou
'ii:

Now

.
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,
, ,
ciocx you can gei a not

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Our Increasing patronage Is t he
best proof that we merit yours.

Serving

THE HOTEL CORON ADO (K?ZKRA
RATES

1.00

A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN OONVENIKNgEfS

to

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN
,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

'

r

Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through T910.

HERE IS A VERY

li'o-tt-

t.

'

& COMPANY

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE

y

Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

1PUL

LAUNDRY

Inspect

For Best Laundry Work

hav-an-

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE

is pleased to
'learn, that Archbishop Pitaval con,- - Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
tx manual
Livxi ui
training school in Santa Fe. Such a Returns Thursday and Friday.
sctlo1 ls one of the greatest needs of AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
lue 'miu,r'' ine many boys grow
F O. BROWN Agent
lnS t0 tmanhoi in this vicinity
'
Phone No 23 Red
I"S no aim in life, no training to enMexican,

EXCEPTIONAL

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 20

Excellent Assortments of:
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Wort
Leather Pillows Tops

Many
'
.

other

articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
"

Proprietor
J.S,SanCANDELARIO
Francisco St.
Santa Fe, N, M.

301-30- 3

;

WM. GREGG Prop.

Sr

-

The New

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Think It over Isn't KAUNE

s

Vi

the Best Hotels in the ! West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

S. KAUNE

& Go.

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

PLAZA BARBER

'

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets ior its customers.
Buys and sel!.i
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
'
private, Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months', or. years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock arid products.
? The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
d and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
2 as is consistent with safety and the
principles of sound bank- 2 ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the

KERR'S

'

BEAD, Cashier.

rrTrTTTrr:

,

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF ,SUBSCRIPTION.
'
O T
y per weeK oy earner
75
earner
dily, per month, Ly
.65
mall
by
month,
per
Daily,
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail ..

j. b.

FRANK McKARE, Assistant Cashier

.
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BYpP? PUTTIMS
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Y1M
THEIIMME
THE BANK"

-

HENRY H. ROGERS was a poor boy. He worked in a grocery. He
saved his money and put it in the bank. He left an estate of 100 million
-

dollars.

Make OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

OC

&

TRUST

CO.

WATSON & COMPANY

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

THE

kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to stoves, and
Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
ranges-''for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
GRE..T!!
are
They
Look over our stock and see if there isn't;-- "
something to interest you.
-

ts

Ornamental Doors.

NEEDS
are made to perfection from our can be SICK ROOM
from here, We carry
fully
supplied
Lumber) because the wood is a complete assortment of hot water lag
bed pans and other apperfect in every particular and sprayers, douches,
the Infree from every imperfection of pliances. We have everthlng for
valid from the rubber pillow to make him
and
cracks
knots,
warpings. comfortable toj
Every, foot of it is thoroughly The medicine that will cure Him
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon If there thnybody sick at your houseofcail
by carpenters antl builders, and on us for anything heeded In the way
archiall sensible, wide-a"wa- ke
Drugs or Sick Room Helps
tects hereabouts particularly You'll find our sjervlce prompt, thorough
mention our Lumber in their and reliable, and our prices very moderate.
specifications.
& Company.
STRIPLIHG-BURROW- S

Tlie rUDllC:

Where your dollar buys the most.

I have Purchased Mr. Vicrra's interests In the

studio.
photo
el pinon
all kinds
prepared to

...... and will

.

JUST
Call and see the
Beautiful Flowers

of

Attorney Tom Wilkerson, a farmer
legislator, was an arrival from Albuquerque on yesterday's belated Santa
Fe train from the south.
Former District Attorney Elmer E.
Studley of Raton, arrived in the city
last night on legal business. He is
'registered at the Palace.
A. F. Spiegelberg has returned to
Santa Fe and was greted by many of
his friends today. He had spent the
past few weeks at Las Vegas after his
return from Denver.
Forest Supervisor E. P. Andrews,
of the Jemez forest, is away on a tour
of inspection. Forest Supervisor Stewart, of the Pecos forest, is also away
looking after forestry work.
Miss Minnie Kruger a trained nurse
of Las Vegas, came to Santa Fe this
moirning with A. F. Spiegelberg who
has been ill for some time. They are
stopping at the Palace hotel.
Edward Ehle of Las Cruces, formerly of this city, will be here from Albuquerque tomorrow and will spend
several days here. Mr. Ehle has a
very attractive real estate proposi-
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FURNISH
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Bl) STE"R BROiVM

and western
fine mediums, 18

territorial

2326;

111.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Wheat May
Chicago, March 22.
3131-43-8- ;
July 10s
Corn May 62
July 64
July 42
Oats May 43
July 25.60.
Pork May 25.90
;
13.871-2July 13.70
Lard May
1--

3--

1--

72

May 13.65; July 13.32
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, March 22. Cattle
Ribs

Re-

ceipts 8,000, including 700 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers S6.2oa
8.50. Southern steers $67.75; south-

ern, cows $3.756; native cows and

heifers $3.507.25; stockers and feedbulls ?4.756.25;
ers $4.506.75;
calves $59; western steers $68;
western cows $46.25.
Market
Receipts 12,000.
Hogs
steady to weak. Bulk $10.4010.60;
heavy $10.5510.65; packers and
butchers $10.4010.60; light $10.20
tion.
10.50; pigs $9.509.85.
"Hoval Smith, Republican national
Receipts 10,000. Market
Sheep
committeeman for Arizona, is here steady. Muttons $78.25; lambs $9.25
today on his way home from a busi10.25; fed western wethers and
ness trip to the east. Mr. Smith, who
fed western
$7.259.40;
is one of the leading mining men of yearlings
ewes $78.10.
the Territory when he is not leading
Re22. Cattle
the Republican hosts, says there is Chicago, March
3,000. Market strong. Beeves
ceipts
nothing like politics in his family just
$5.708.70; Texas steers $56.40;
now; that his trip to the east was western
steers S5(?J6.90: stockers and
business, pure business. He will feeders $3.75 6.70; cows and heifers
leave this evening for Deming." El
$2.807.15; calves $8.259.50.
Paso Herald.
..

VfrRicurcD ii.
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Bvtmi

BEAUTIFUL

6ujter

brown co chicaco

NEW

LINE OF MISSES

HEADY

MADE DRES,SE,5 FOR THE FOUR. YEAR
OR THE THE BUDDING

USS

NICE WHITE

COLOR--

AND NEWEST

$1.25 To $7.50
DRE.S-SE.-

OLD

OF FOURTEEN.

ABORTED

PRICED TO .SUIT
ALLPUR.SE.S,

5

STYLES

-

SUITABLE FOR

.CONFIRMATION

W. N. TOWNSEND

&

CO.

,

A HUMAN ENGINE.
Without good fuel the 20th Century Limited
would travel little faster than a common yard
engine. Ittakesgood fuel to develop power,
MONEY AND METALS.
endurance and speed. Every ambitious man
New York, March 22. Call money is anxious to push forward, to get ahead, yet
2
Mex- many are "coaling up" on food prepared with
prime paper 4
of the fact that lard is indiican dollars 44; Amal. 78
Atch. lard, regardless
and really clogs up the system, just
gestible
114
N. Y. C. 125 S. P. 127; U. P. as
poor coal clogs the grates with clinicers.
186
steel 85
Don't eat
pfd. 121.
food; eat food prepared
New York, March 22. Lead weak with COTTOLENE, a vegetable oil cooking
440450; Silver 521-8- ; Copper dull, fat. so pure, wholesome and easily digested
physicians recommend it even for invastandard spot 12.9013.12
May that
lids. "COTTOLENE shortens your food,
12.900 13.10.
lengthens your life" and you will travel
WOOL MARKET.
farther, swifter and easier on it than on food
St. Louis, Mo., March 22. Wool, un- - prepared from the fat of the hog.

JRUPUTATION JEEKER--

A

5

MARKETREPORT

CLARENDON
GREDAN

3--

7--

1-- 4;

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

lard-soak-

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

1--

Our Motto
Will be to
Please.

get

the--

c OGp 31'AT

Wsv

'

22; fine,

DRESSES'

x
k

MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaz'd,.
changed;

TO

MAKE YOUR O WW

3--

of PHOTOGRAPHIC work, In all the new and
styles. We use the very
best tenses and all the late stylesjln Oardsjind Folders. We are overhauling
All are
the Studio and will be ready for business MONDAY March 21st
cordially invited to call and see our work and get our prices.
do

be

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Raton, are in the city on business.
They are registered at the Palace.
Mrs. C. Sparks, a tourist from Kansas City, was here yesterday and will
visit friends in the Estancia valley:"
E. L. Curtwright of La Junta, Colo
rado, a special officer of the Santa Fe
system, is in Santa Fe on court

HMfHr

AU

TO

Dont buy garden hose till you see what we are showing in that line, it costs
no more than the common kind.

tered at the Claire hotel.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the U. S. Indian Industrial school
spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
G. F. Martin and A. J. Meloche

PINE LINE OF Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE

Charles W. Dudrow

colors'you want.

after the assessment.

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Dealers in

go-car-

Our paints and kalsomines will brighten up your home, we have all the

Sf-nt-

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALg0

You dont need to bs a Scientist to use Our gardens tools and implements.
We have all kinds of farm implements, plow, harrows, cultivators, seeders,
discs, scrapers, etc.

,

Modern, Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.

Mith'in0

COAET

Scientists have been telling us that HALLEY'S COMET
would destroy the earth and all its people, but we are
not discouraged one bit, and expect to be in business in
Santa Fe for a long time yet. We think the scien
tists are wrong, but you cant go wrong if you buy
"WESTERN SEEDS"

Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police, returned last night, from
Los Angeles, California.
j
Mr. and Mrs. Clark "Wissler and
child, of Xew York City, are tourists
registered at Gregg's hotel.
'
Mrs. J. S. Trujillo and Mrs. R. L.
Baca, of Taos, are sightseers regis-

SURETY BONDS.

SanFrancisco St.

W. E. Johnson, a Denver salesman,
is at the Claire.
A. E. Thorne, a sightseer from Los
Angeles, is in the city.
.Mrs. Palen and Mrs. Hardinge will
not be at home tomorrow.
S. V. Hamly and .1. T. Fraser, are
Denvei ites at Gregg's hotel.
Eugenio Romero and R. s. Herbert
arc Las Vegans at the Palace.
Mrs. C." H. C. Bumnus, of New York'
City, is a sightseer at Gregg's.
J. H. Herzstein, a traveling man
l'roin Albuquerque, is at Gregg's.
Dr. J. Zymank, of Chicago, is a
sightseer registered at the Palace.
Xorman Woods and Henry Cox of
Estanc-ia- ,
are at the Coronado hotel.
Jose E. Gomez, a prominent citizen
of San Ildefonso, is in the capital today.
Attorney Frank F. Jennings of Wil- lanl, Torrance county, is at the
Claire.
Sheriff Sylviano Roibal, of Chamila.
left for his Rio Arriba county home
this forenoon.
Attorney C. J. Roberts, former member of the legislature, is a visitor in
Sanla Fe todav.
M. B. freeman, a traveling man
from Socorro, is calling on business
men in the city.
Epifauia Jaramillo, a school teacher
at Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county, is a
Fe visitor.
J. M. C. Chaves, Jr., and E. Espi-nosof Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county,
is here on business.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero,
is over from Las Vegas on political
and other business.
Trinidad Alarid, the county as
sessor, went to Lamy today to look
.

(Established 1882)
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PER30NALMENTI0N

Wfoe tp those cfa?& places
Santa Fe Water

AND

SIS--

BAY

and

and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company

NOW.

y

day

Pure bred barred "Plymouth! Rocks! and! White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and ted', on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale

24 Hour Electric Service
On and After Mareh lsfi.

IHCICE

B
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several lives at the risk of his own
Would Have Cost Him His Life.
Oscar
Ky.,
Bowman, Lebanon,
during a fire in a tenement house
in that city soon after the close of writes: I have used Foley's Kidney
the exposition in 1876. He came to Remedy and take great pleasure in
Spokane 21 years ago and he and his stating it cured me permanently of
wife made the first discovery of com- kidney disease which certainly would
USE.
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL
mercial marble in Idaho. They locat- have cost me my life." Sold by
One of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
& Cc.
ed the first claims, naming them Keys
the future health of the mother. It is a
that it
stone in honor of their home state.
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
Smith served as a regular police offwhich lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
icer in Spokane under Chiefs Joel WarFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
ren, now United States deputy marand ducts, prevents lumps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervousrl'iM-1910
1st
In
Ulead
Hewn
Up)
(.Kuail
ness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer. shal for Alaska; Reddy, Witherspoon,
22
20
MASONIC.
19
STATioNs
Miles
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an Weydt, Waller and Rice.
00
M
r
JW's
7 30
.A
0
Moint
!5
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
If 4 15
IB
f 8 20
Oipulin
Montezuma Lodge No
!f 4 05
f 8 35
20
,..
Small Holding Claim No. 1419.
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
Vijril
if 3 45
20
f 8 50
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
Tliompsoii
more
and
ill
without
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There seems to be a good chance
for the passage of Delegate Joseph's
hill granting an enabling act for the
territory. All right, as long as we get
the enabling act. But the apportionment in Mr. Joseph's bill needs some
revision, and New Mexico's friends in
Washington must look out. for this,
and that sharply and promptly.
Wanted in New Mexico and Wanted
Badly STATEHOOD. Statehood will
bring capital, immigrants, a settlement of the land grant question, national aid in irrigation enterprises and
public buildings, home rule in federal
appointments and general prosperity

be to follow small grain immediately
with the sowing of some kind of pea
crops, such as cow peas, or the Canadian field pea, as the second crop
for that season. Plow the pea ground
in the fall, put it in corn, or one of
the sorghums the next season, and in
small grain again the third season. In
this rotation, double disc the stubble
ground immediately after taking off
crop, and about a week afterward
plow the ground and at once sow the
peas. The season will probably be
too short to save any seed of the peas,
but one can either have a sufficient
stand to cut it for hay, or plow the
crop under. Even the latter is quite a
gain, and is well worth the cost of
putting in the crop, simply because of
the benefit to the land; but it would
hardly be considered very profitable
unless the farmer raised his own seed.
None of these spring oats mentioned
are especially drouth resistant, but
are likely to succeed, simply because
of their early ripening, thus often es
caping the worst period of drouth.

Carleton, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture Gives Advice
to New Mexico Farmers.
Two general classes of wheat can
be gVown in the southwest; that is,
either spring or winter wheat. Winter
wheat will be the best to sow
wherever the climate is not exceedingly dry. On the eastern border of
district, or in certain
the semi-arimountain areas, where there is seepage from the foot hills, winter wheat
ought always to be grown. By far
the best is Turkey wheat, and as far
as our knowledge goes, it is the only
winter wheat that should be employed. Winter wheat should be sown
sometime in October, the particular
date depends on the altitude. It should
be put in always with a drill, and on
ground that has been plowed early in
the summer, preferably disced before
plowing and afterwards surface cultivated two or three times before seeding. Where the rainfall is extremely
slight, or at very high altitudes, only
Durum wheat should be grown. In the
far shuthwest even this wheat can. be
sown in the fall, if the seeding is done
rather late, and will survive the winter. At very high altitudes, or as far
north as Colorado, it is necessary for
the present to use Durum in the
spring seeding, the ground should be
fairly .well prepared the preceding
summer or fal.l it should then be
double disced very early in the spring,
harrowed once, and then drill. Sow
the wheat just as early as the weather
M. A.

d

(

Barleys,.

be

Some difficulty will

experienced

with these barleys, as because of their
dwarf growth, it is often impractical
The
to cut them with a
treatment of the ground, manner of
seeding, etc., would be the same in
case of barley as in seeding oats or
spring wheat.
Some of the millets are found to be
good crops on the high, dry plains. I
would mention particularly the black
and red seed Prosos or Russian Millet,
and the Siberian Millet. These are
planted about the same time as one
would plant corn or the sorghums;
that is, about the middle of May in
the Panhandle of Texas and eastern
self-binde- r.

areas, It is
probable that winter oats can be very
well handled, but so far this is such
an experimental stage that it would
not be well for the farmer to go far
into the matter until more is known
about it. tJT"'the spring oats, Texas
Kust Proof, Early Burt and Sixty Day
will be found the best. The standard
variety for the southwest is Rust
Proof which will always be grown
with more or less success, though it
will not stand an extremely dry season. The Sixty Day and Early Burt
are much alike and are very early in
ripening. For this reason these will
probably succeed better than the Rust
Proof, simply because they may ripen
inter-mountai-

New Mexico. These millets, as well
as the small grain crops, should be
seeded with a drill. All these kinds
just mentioned are likely to be rather
drouth resistant, and the Prosos appear to be especially good for high
altitudes, or in districts where the
summers are fairly cool. Millets do
very well on first breaking, particular-lwhen the sod is sandy enough to be
mellowed considerably with a harrow
before sowing.
The ideal crops for the entire southwestern plains are the sorghums, eith
Any
er saccharine or
of them will do well, but for adapta
tion and sale of products I would

before the most severe drouth occurs. The ground for sowing spring
oats should have the same preparation as for spring wheat. It is a good
crop also to grow after a cultivated
crop of the preceding summer. It will
even do well after the sorghum crop,
although the latter is very severe in
exhausting the soil of its water.
Wherever Indian corn can be grown,
of course, any of the small grains will
do well following that crop. A fairly
good rotation, for many districts will

y
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recommend the white or red Kafir,
Milo, Orange sorghum and Sumach,
or Red Top sorghum. Broom corn
may also be mentioned, for it is really
a sorghum, although it is never commonly thought of as belonging to that
group. All of these crops are splendid for planting on first breaking, and
in fact are suitable for almost any
kind of severe conditions within the
area to which they are adapted. It is
nudestanding
already a common
among those farmers who have had
experience in the southwest that
wherever nothing else will
grow
sorghum or Mexican beans are the
things to plant. These crops may be
planted at different dates from about
May 1 to July 1.", but the mean or
ideal t.inie in the adjacent portions of
Oklahoma. Colorado, New Mexico and
the Panhandle of Texas is from May 1
i o June 1.
Theer are several ways of
planting, but a good common method
is to follow the breaking plow with
the harrow two or three times, and
then plant the seed with the ordinary
corn planter. Where the soil is very
sandy this treatment puts the sod in
nearly as good condition as ordinary
old ground. Even in heavy soils,
however, the corn planter will work
very well on the sod. To obtain seed.
the Kafir should he the first thing
planted, as it takes a longer period
to mature, the seed of this variety than
of the other sorghum. The sweet sor-th- e
ghum can be planted as late as the
middle of July, if intended simply for
forage. In that case, it is well to use
a ten hole plate in the planter, and
double row; that is, after going once
over a certain portion, go over the
ground again, straddling every second
row. This puts the rows half as far
apart as ordinary planting, and at the
same time seeding is generally fairly
thick in each row.
Farming in the semi-ariplains is
not child's play, and requires that the
work be done in very scientific manner, if one expects to have any success. It must be understood that the
man who farms in that region as he
would in Illinois will be sure to fail.
There are two general principles to
keep in mind, which, if thoroughly followed, ought to bring good results.
First, use only the crops known to be,
drouth resistant. Second, use every
means for conserving the moisture in
the ground. Whenever the crops can
'be cultivated by harrows, constantly
work on all ground that can be harrowed immediately after rain. Begin
the work of preparation of all suitable
ground immediately after the crop
is off, first by discing and then by
plowing. Do all harrowing and culti
vating of ground while it is in good
fresh condition.
Always follow the plow immediately with the harrow, or as soon as sufficient ground is plowed to harrow. In
the first breaking, see that the sod
lies clown flat. It may be necessary
to follow the breaking plow with the
drag. At least once in two years all
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HERE IS THE PROOF
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body-buildin-
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live
"A" New
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Delicate Children
IS-

tT

neglect

get better of itself. Unless treated in time it be
comes chronic, leads to loss of voice, foul breath
and serious complications.
Kondon's (in sanitary tubes') eives ouick re- lief. Snuff a bit of this aromatic, soothing,
neaiing jelly well into the nasal passages.
Take a small portion internally, leaving in
the throat as lone as nnssihta. rub the lit!
inroat wen witn tne Jelly you II find almost Bit:
instant relict, oet a 'doc or 50c tube today of
your druggist or send penny postal to us
for free sample.
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Sample

FREE

Kondon Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
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DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

and. EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN

Leaving Santa Fe 8,45 a. m.
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. n.,

'

RETURNING

Leaving El Paso 8 00 a. m.
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., arid
points in Squihern New Mexico and Arizota on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
np
I

rAIn

t

i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
at Kansas City 6.60 p. m. next
111). 4 Arrive
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a. m. 2nd day day

and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
E. P. & S.

"W.

J.P.LYNG,
i

City Freight

&

Passenger Agent.

at Coronado

position by good chef.
pihate residence. S.
Hotel.

A

Cook in hotel or

Iida, Peerless

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.

" My two children, who were puny
"My 9 year eld daughter was
weak, pale, and had no appetite. I and ailing, rapidly gained fleh and
gave her Vino!, and the began to strength when I began to give them
thrive at once. She gained rapidly VinoL I proved that Vinol is a splenin weight, color and strength."
did tonic for delicate children."
Mrs. W. H. GILMORE, Durand, Mich. Mrs. C. ALLEN, New Bedford, Mass.
Vinol builds up healthy flesh and makes thin little limbs round
and plump. Children love to take it.

FOR SALE 9 Pi acres level land.
under the Socorro ditch, 10 miles
east of El Paso, Tex., $50 per acre on
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real

We return people's money without
If Vinol
does not accomplish all we claim lor It. question
Try It, please.

Stripling Burrows & Co..Drusiists. Santa

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED

Fp.

of the corporation, organized with a. in the returns. Judge of Election
capitalization of $"0it,0i)i) to acquire Graham is a fugitive, leaving
lands under recently enacted ville and McC-eto stand trial alone,
legislation, which makes it possible
for competent. Indians to obtain pat-en- t
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
This legislative
iu fee simple.
Small holding claim No. 1420.
measure, now a federal law, it is cited i CaiMoi mon Drw.ic nvw.nt-iby a confidential prospectus issued by q0. Land '
the company to stockholders
only,
of the Interior,
was dratted by A. C. LIston of Spo- - Department
,
,
ct t T
kane, legal adviser of the corporation
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
"who," to quote from the prospectus,
Notice is hereby given that the follothe
gov"was for years employed by
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
ernment in the department of Indian of his intention
to make final proof
affairs and will handle all matters be- in
of his claim under sections
support
tween this company and Washington." 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91
It is also alleged by Head, who or (2C
Stats., 854), as amended by the
ganized the concern, that seven In act of
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
dians came into the company on its
and that said proof will be made
470),
in
organization and received $100,000
before Register and Receiver at San
stock for their allotments, which be- ta
Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, viz.:
the
came the first assets of
corpora- Tiburcio
Roibal, heir of Jesus M. Roi
tion. Now, he charges, A. D.
bal. of Rowe. N. M.. for the N
who is of White Earth In- NE
Sec. 32, and the S
SE
dian blood and is vice president of Sec.
29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.,
the company, and Attorney Elston, of 160 acres.
seek to oust him and the Indians from
He names the following witnesses
of to
control foir the express purpose
prove his actual continuous adverse
taking in new eastern capital.
of said tract for twenty
possession
Head charges that McDougal seeks
next
years
preceding the survey of
to get M. J. Kolb, head of the M. J. the
viz.:
township,
Kolb Company of Bagley, Minn., into
Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano Gar- ... ,.
...... -- uu
.
ui,
cia of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte Quintana
with the remainder of the fifi Indians' and Antonio
Roibal, of Pecos, N. M,
before any one else can get to them.
who desires to protest
Any
person
Meanwhile, it is set out in" the com
the allowance of said proof,
against
another
plaint,
syndicate of land op- who knows of any substantial reason
erators, headed by Charles O. Worley, under the laws and
regulations of the
formerly agent on the Coeur d'Alene, Interior
why such proof
Department
and including Collins & Coey, bank- should not be
allowed will be given an
ers at Rockford. Wash., is making
opportunity at the
every effort to gain possession of the time and
e
the
place to
G9 allotments on which the governwitnesses of said claimant, and to ofment is ready to issue patents to fer evidence in
rebuttal of that subIndians upon proper showing.
mitted by claimant.
The complaint also alleges that Mc
. MANUEL R. OTERO,
Dougal is not in sympathy with the
Register.
interests of the Coeur d'Alene tribe,
rather deep plowing. Between times, which Head declares he is
to
seeking
discing or shallow plowing may be suf- defend in the action
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
against
ficient, this depending upon the crop
and in proof of this he Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
that is planted.
Serial 012531, Pecos Forest. Not
claims to have documentary evidence
to substantiate his contentions that Coal Land.
Pneumonia follows a cold but never the first named is using his office to Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
follows the use of Foley's Honey and oust the complainant and the seven
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 19110.
Tar which stops the cough, heals the Indian members of the concern.
Notice is hereby given that the follungs and expels the cold from the Attorney Elston said in an inter& view, when asked for the
filed nosystem. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
company's lowing named claimant has
Co.
version of the fight, that there is no tice of his intention to make final
foundation for the allegations made proof in support of his claim under
by Head, but further than that he de- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
ACTION AGAINST BIG
LAND CORPORATION. clined to talk. None of the other off- 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
icers of the company could be reached by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
in
today to get their side of the
Allotments
With
Dealing
Charged
be
made before Register and Receiver
to Indians in the Pacific
at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910,
viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro
A failing tiny nerve no
larger than
the finest silken thread takes from Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for the W
Spokane, Washington, March 22.
Sec. 28, NE
NW
NE
Back of an action filed in the Spokane the Heart its impulse, its power, its
SE 4 of Sec. 20, T.
couuty superior court by James M. j regularity. The Stomach also has its Sec. 29, SE
16 N., R. 13 E N. M. P. M., containHead, formerly general manager and hidden, or inside nerve. It was Dr.
stockholder in the concern, against Shoop who first told us it was wrong ing 160 acres.
He names the following witnesses
the Coeur d'Alene Trustee Company to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
to
ad
prove his actual continuous
and B. R. Michaelis, treasurer, is a Heart or Kidneys. His prescription
factional fight in which bankers, land Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed verse possession of said tract for
years next preceding the suroperators, former Indian officials and straight for the cause of these ail twenty
of the township, viz.:
squawmen are involved in a scheme mentsthese weak and faltering in vey
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
to gain possession of valuable allot- side nerves.
This, no doubt clearly Rowe, N. M.; Vicente Quintana and
ments to redmen on the Coeur d'Alene
explains why the Restorative has of Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
reservation near Rockford and Tekoa, late
grown so rapidly in popularity,
Any person who desires to protest
Wash., 50 miles south of Spokane.
that those who test the against the allowance of said proof,
Druggists
Sixty-siallotments of 160 acres Restorativesay
even for a few days soon or who knows of any substantial reaeach, including some of the richest become
fully convinced of its wonder son under the laws and regulations of
agricultural land in the Pacific north- ful merit.
Anyway, don't drug the the Interior Department why such
west, estimated to be worth between
are at organ. Treating the cause of sickness proof should not be allowed will be
$2,000,000,
$V50O,000 and
Is the only sensible and successful given an
d
opportunity at the
stake, and, owing to the close relae
Co.
time and place to
tions with Indian affairs, it is likely way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
the witnesses of said claimant
that the suit, which is merely to gain
and to offer evidence in rebutUI of
admission to the corporation's books, BALLOT STUFFING A
FINE ART IN STATES. that submitted by claimant.
will precipitate an investigation by
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the government department, not only
Register.
of the company but of Indian affairs New Mexico Never Committed Any
in general. The state law of Washthing so Crude Even in the Easy
Old Democratic Days.
ington requires a corporation to open
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
its books on deaiand of a stockholdany case of Kidney or Bladder trouble
er, the penalty for infraction being
Pottsville, Pa. March 22. A biscuit that is not beyond the reach of medifl.OOO.
wrapper, an empty tobacco bag and a cine. No medicine can do more. Sold
Head, whose wife is of Coeur Gospel paper carefuly folded were by Stripling-Burrow-s
Co.
d'Alene Indian blood, alleges in the the sensational contents of the ballot
complaint that he was repeatedly de- box of the Brownville district when
nied the privilege as a stockholder it was
opened in court. There were
to examine the books and documents no
ballots, stubs or anything else in
side to Indicate that it was an election
ballot .box. There were no Republican members of this board, it consistFRENCH DRY AND
ing of Judge Graham, Inspector Con- all Democrats.
i ville and Clerk McGee,
"I tried all kinds of blood remedies Thirty voters have sworn, that they
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
did
vote, while the election books
i,t05w?r,fny at
Show that they dld' Almost the ful1
LADIES AND GENTS CLOCHES
face was full of pimples and black-headAfter taking Cascarets they all left. I am, vote was returned by the board and
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
continuing the use of them and recom- - DiS majorities were returned for two
mending them to my friends. I feel fino favorite Democratic candidates. This
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
when I rise in the morning. Hope to is the second
empty ballot box

Ex-

perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
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Professional Cards
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

....
....

-

4

":

above-mentione-

d

cross-examin-

1-- 2

1-- 4

1-- 4

1--

1--

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block

Office:

Santa Fe,

New Mexice

CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

2

1-- 2

& CATRON

CATRON

Attorneys and

l,

cross-examin-

ill Druasists
dJll

to

agents

.uood
Inquire-hotel- .
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WANTED Six
travel at once.

x

Instantly Relieves and Cures
Sore Throat
Catarrhal
Do not
Catarrhal sore throat. It will never

as
grocery
Position
years' experience. Address

WANTED

and strengthening tonic for

d

There are now well established
drouth resisting barleys. Two or
three kinds from North Africa are
fairly good in this respect, but special advice from state experiment stations should be obtained first in re
gard to these. At high altitudes, and
where the climate is cool rather than
particularly dry, beardless barley is
a good crop, but it is often simply cut
green for hay. Hullless barley also
does fairly well at high altitudes.

'

will allow.
In the

To.
Ago day

and advancement.
In the local markets the price of
mutton and beef has advanced about
30 per cent in the past ten days. For
the first time in years this is an advance that does not wholly benefit the
middleman, the producer getting the
best of the increase.
A jolly dinner was served by little
Miss Lulie Fiske this afternoon, the
occasion being the celebration of her
eighth birthday anniversary. Those
present were Willie Prince, Helen
and Ruth Davidson, Stella Smiih,
Bella, Jessie and Elsie Illfeld and
Betty and Cassie Cross.

BEST ADAPTED
TO THE SOUTHWEST.

CEREALS

of this Date
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Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexice
Santa Fe,
G. VOLNEY HOWARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory

Speaks Spanish
'Phone 192 Black
Rooms IS and 19, Laughlin Block
New Mexice
Santa Fe,

....

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davie

A. B. Renehan

Attorneys-at-La-w

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
G. W. PR1CHARD

Attorney

and

Consellor-at-La-

Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
-

Las Vegas,

-

New Mexico

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-w

Practice in the District Courts
as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.

l

Las Cruces.

-

New Mexico

-

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

...

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

JONES
Bonds and Investments

W. A. FLEMING
U. S.

Commissioner for the Third

Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
New Mexico
Las Cruces
R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman

....

Copies furnished of records on file
in. the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No !4 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS

w Jf

V1

nt

court thls ?re l
FC.Witten,76ElmSt.rNerk1TJ ed'ln
The Shenandoah boxes were just
Taste Good.
the opposite, as they were stuffed
R""5r
"Di"ro".
Good. Never
Sicken, Weaken or Grine.
10e,2Sc,S0c. Never told In bulk. Theeenu-In- e
tablet stamped C C C
to
cue or your money back, Guaranteed j22

with both voted and unvoted ballots,
all of which and more were counted

Phone 132 Red.

STEAM CLEANING- WE ALSO CLEAN

GOWNS,

OPERA

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

TIES, PARASGLS,

ETC.

PRICES REASONABLE
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ture at the High School auditorium ocratic central committee meets Fri
next Friday night promises to be of day, it is said.
Reserved Seats for Patty's Lecture
unusual interest. Professor Patty exare now on sale for ProfesTickets
that
so
his
(Continued From Hage Two.)
plainly
subjects
plains
sor
Get
are
Patty's lecture on Radium, Liquiu
even the children
delighted.
Telegraphy at
District Court at Socorro District your reserved seats at Stripling and Air, and Wireless
drag store. Fricourt is in session at Socorro with Burrows soon, as they are going like StriplingyBur)-ow'day night, March 25th, at 8 o'clock.
hot cakes.
Judge M. C. Mechem on the bench.
Get your reserved seats early.
Wireless
and
Justice
Air
Divorce
Granted Chief
Radium, Liquid
to
Widening Upper Palace Avenue
Pope signed a decree for divorce at TelearaDhv Xo one should fail
Portales in the case of Jessie Palmer hear Professor Patty Friday night at Attorney A. B. Renehan, the princivs. Edward Palmer.
the High School auditorium on the pal property owner on East Palace
Chief Justice Pope Opens Court at three most wonderful scientific sub- avenue is setting back his fences on
Portales Chief Justice W. H. Pope jects in the known world. Radium, the south side of the street in order
is presiding over district court in Liquid Air and Wireless Telegraphy. to widen it and other property ownsession at Clovis, Curry county.
All seats are reserved at Stripling and ers have signified their intention to
M.
Roswell
Rev.
give to the city the grounl necessary
for
Burrows. Price 75 cents.
Sky Scraper
John Mondragon Is Dead The fun- to widen the avenue from the Arroyo
Allison, who bought the old postof'fice corner at Roswell for $26,555, will eral of John Mtfndragon, who died yes- Sais east if an ordinance to that efthereon erect a seven story building. terday afternoon, took place this after- fect is passed. Such widening will lad
Albuquerque Dentist Robbed The noon from the Cathedral. Mr. Mon- measurably to the value of property
office of Dr. J. E. Kraft, a dentist at dragon was 65 years of age and was a in that part of town and will at the
same time give the. city a nice, wide
Albuquerque, was robbed yesterday of widower. He formerly lived on San
'
''
street.'
in
filling Francisco street. The funeral arrange$S0 worth of gold used
'
teeth.
ments were in charge of the Wagner
HOUSE CAUCUS ON WEDNESDAY.
Santa Fe Trains Were Way Late
Undertaking Establishment.
(Continued From Page One.)
A
The Santa Fe trains from the south,
Horticultural Society Meeting
including No. 10 due yesterday noon, meeting of the New Mexico Horticul- as
his praises are now sung in the
arrived in Santa Fe after one o'clock tural Society will be held at 7:30
house of protected wealth.
counting
this morning.
o'clock tonight in the rooms of the
"The reduction in the tariff on lumEaster Plants at Boyle's The flor- Santa Fe Water and Light Company.
ist business of the late Arthur Boyle The ipublic is cordially invited to at- ber was described by Mr. Palmer as
will be continued at the old stand. tend the meeting at which officers purchased "at the price of a trade war
Easter plants are now on hand and will be elected for the ensuing year. with Canada-,- ' now all too imminent,
which is liable to bring into open the
offered for sale.
Hagerman is president maximum rate provided in the law and
Tailor Has Hands Burned During of the society.
increase the tariff on lumber products
a fire in the tailor shop of Fred Smith
The by one hundred per cent."
Historical
Meeting
Society
emat Carrizozo, Lincoln county, an
Historical Society held their month"Pliant Executive."'
ploye, C. Reeder, had both hands terat 5 o'clock
last
evening
ly
meeting
"To
that the American peopie
say
ribly burned.
in the Historical (rooms. Messrs.
were
he proceeded, "by the
deceived,"
Xo.
13514,
Camp
Meeting Tonight
and Asplund were elected double play of a rather
pliant execuModern Woodmen of America, will
members of the society. Resolutions tive and an astute leader of the Remeet at 7:30 o'clock tonight in Elks' were
presented by President Prince publican organization during the last
hall. An election of one or more ofupon the death of the late treasurer inning of the tariff game is to impute
ficers will be held.
Col. Max Frost. The president called to the citizens of this
country a lack
Who Lost Keys A bunch of keys the
society's attention to the death
was found in front of the county of the second vice president, Profes- of intelligence for which there is no
warrant in their record for prompt
clerk's office on Galisteo street. Owner sor Tight. On motion the president
punishment, they have meted out in
ofat
this
same
may have
by calling
was requested to draw up suitable the past to parties recreant to their
fice and paying for this ad.
resolutions and prosent at the next trust."
Lots Are Selling Fast Sunny Slope meeting.
To fill the vacancy, Hon.
The thrilling events of the last few
lots are being gobbled up rapidly and Frank Clancy was elected.
in Congress, the Pinchot incidays
on
the ground
tho3e desiring to get in
Civic Interest Meeting A hundred dent, postal savings banks and federal
floor should consult Edward Ehle to- or more citizens of Santa Fe met at
corporations were all included in Mr.
morrow at Mayes and Bean's office. the
house last night and listen-- , Palmer's diatribe.
opera
Odd Fellows Meeting All Odd Fel- ed to nearly a dozen impassioned
"Xow that the insurgents have been
lows are requested to meet at the speeches on the need of naming a
into line," he said, "by the
hall at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon ticket in the spring election that will whipped
of
refusal
the public and by the sucto attend the funeral of F. O. Brown, represent the voice of the people of
cessful use of the most gigantic bluff
which takes place at 2:30 p. m., from this city. H. H. Dorman presided at
the history of this body and these
'the meeting and Frank Gormley act-- ' in
the home of the deceased.
men of independent thought and acHan-H.
j
Cafeteria Supper The Cafeteria ed as secretary. Attorney R.
tion have been corralled into the
supper this evening at the public na was the first speaker and voiced party caucus and made to promise to
in
a
the selec
library, will prove both novel and en- ;the need of civic ticket
be good, what has become of these
joyable. A toothsome menu has been tion of which he said the people and
pledges in the Republican platform?
should
the
not
have
merely politicians
prepared by the Woman's Aid SoThe Republican
legislative program
louowea
addresses
Intormal
of
the
say.
ciety
Presbyterian church, '
some in Spanish. Between the speech started out bravely to redeem party
which is in charge of the supper.
-Another Runaway at Tularosa
making musical selections were fur- promises and carry out the policies
in the elections of 1908,
that
prevailed
on
nished
drum
the
base
with
Tularosa is experiencing an epidemic
piano
It was hut one after another we see the items
of runaways. The latest victim is Ira and cymbal accompaniment.
A. Wetmore, formerly postmaster at Anally decided to select a committee of this program go down before the
Carrizozo.
Mrs. Wetmore who was consisting of Mr. Hanna, chairman; insiduous assaults of the organization,
with him also had her hip hurt. Miss Levi A. Hughes, H. S. Kaune, J. G. which now unfortunately controls the
Maud Abbott whose horse caused the Schumann and Charles G. Ritchie to executive as well as the ligislative
runaway was dragged considerable decide the feasibility of conferring branch of the government.
Defends Pinchot.
with the Democratic central commitdistance.
"We
to
tee
The
have
civic
name
Dem
a
ticket.
witnessed the spectacle
Like
Hot
Cakes
The
lec
Going

of the greatest friend conservation
ever has had being hurled from out
the councils of the administration because he was
in his support of the cause to which he has devoted his life. We see the postal savings bank bill being amended with the
apparent approval of the administration In the interest of the great money
centers of the country so that no man
who depreciates the growing strength
of the money power can give it his
We find the Alaskan govsupport.
ernment bill a derelict upon the high
seas of legislation. We witness tne
passing of the federal incorporation
bill and even statehood for Arizona

Minor City Topics.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

Red, White and Yellow

-

;

and Xew Mexico is commonly reported to be about to walk the plank
which leads to oblivion." Upon these

j
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full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
.
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F. ANDREWS

I.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and

of building material.

mine run coal

YA.RDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELQAD0 Mgr.

lino

I

LLAbb

satisfaction assured

corrick's hack line
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HACK SERVICE

OPORE
RRIOK. Prop

Buggies and Saddle Horses
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measures .Representative Palmer said
he had no opinion to express. Some of
them he aitpltted were supported by
members of fiis party.
"The point I desire to emphasize,"
he said, "is that everyone of them was
promised by the Republican platform
of 1908 or originated with and was
supported by the greatest insurgent
of them all, the man who taught the
insurgents how to 'insurge'; the man
who walked off the Republican reserve with'the greatest disregard of
results ; the man who was responsible
more than any other cause for the
present chief executive; the man who
left as a legacy to the incoming ad-- j
ministration the unfinished program
which the Republican party in its
platform promised to complete."
In concluding his address Represen-- j
tative Palmer reminded the Republi-- .
cans that while they had "been blnd-- ,
ing fast their coalition with the Pres-- I
ident, the insurgents had been coming
out of the jungle."
"His party," he said, as he took his
seat, "will be more fit than its performances deserve if they do not
find upon his return that his hitherto
effective weapon he poised in the air
ready to fall about the heads of those
who are responsible for the breach ot
his party's plighted faith."
LOST Sorrel pony, white stripe in
face. Return to E. P. Davies, Santa
Fe and claim reward.
Notice to Contractors.
Sealed bids for the erection of a
building to be known as Firemen's
Hall, will be received
by ' Frank
Owen, chief of fire department at the
office of the Water and Light Co., until 2 p. m., Wednesday, March 30th,
1910. Plans and specifications can be

seen

at the same
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office.

The board of fire commissioners reserve the right to reject any or all
bids.
THE BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS.
By A. M. DETTELBACH, Sec
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Now that you're ready to have us op en the ball with new spring clothes
an(j were ready to do it, we intend to open your eyes, and your pocket-booby such a showing of fine clothes as you've never before looked at; at such prices as will make being
well dressed so easy that you cant afford to be anything else.
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THIS SPRING WE'VE MADE SPECIAL EFFORTS TO PREPARE FOR OUR FRIENDS
AN UNUSUAL DISPLAY AND STOCK OF THE FINEST CLOTHES WE CAN FIND.

Hart Schaffner

&

Man

most perfect products, in a fine array of
new and pleasing fabrics, colors and patterns
you cant appreciate how good these clothes
are without seeing them; there are no
words we can use to convey to you the
beauty of the fabrics, the smartness of the
styles, the perfection of the tailoring.

Overcoats

Suits

here in all the favored models Chesterfield;
Ryton; topcoats; raincoats; autocoats. Many
of them you'll find silk lined; some with silk
to the edge. The fabrics are imported and

Our stock of Suits offers a very remark-abl- e
variety of fine colorings and patterns.
You will not see any similar goods anywhere else; patterns used by Hart Schaffner
& Marx are their' exclusively; and our's
exclusively.

American weaves, grays, oxfords, black, and
many handsome mixtures in Scotch and
English cloths.

New ideas in Scotch cheviots, in heather shades, new, fine English and American worsteds; Irish
tweeds; grays, browns, blues, in all sort of handsome patterns; stripes, plaids, checks, plain colors;
smooth and rough weaves. Prices on these suits are from $20 up.
This Store is the Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
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